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We extend recently developed schemes for field quantization in absorbing dielectric media with
local susceptibilities to dielectric systems described by a nonlocal susceptibility, in order to quantize
the electromagnetic field in quantum wells embedded in planar semiconductor microcavities. As an
application of the formalism, we analyze the effects of the propagation through a semiconductor
microcavity on a continuous-mode squeezed coherent state. In particular, we calculate the variance
of the field transmitted through the microcavity in the case of strong coupling regime for different
detection schemes, as a function of the detuning, the exciton±photon coupling and the exciton
homogeneous broadening.
The growth in experiments on quantum optical processes which take place inside mate-
rial systems has stimulated the development of techniques for the quantization of the
electromagnetic field in dispersive and absorbing dielectrics. The quantization of the
electromagnetic field in absorptive dielectrics is considerably more complicated since
the loss couples the field to a reservoir whose oscillators act as noise sources. A com-
prehensive treatment of electromagnetic fields in dispersive and absorbing dielectrics
based on the Langevin forces has been given in [1]. Recently Ho Trung Dung et al. [2]
presented a quantization scheme for dispersive and absorbing inhomogeneous media
including the full three-dimensional nature of the electromagnetic field. A different
general three-dimensional quantization scheme based on the construction of a unitary
time evolution and an S-matrix formalism for scattering from lossy objects is due to Tip
[3]. These quantization schemes for dispersive and absorbing linear dielectrics provide
expressions which can be applied directly to such problems as the effects of propaga-
tion through absorbing dielectrics on light that initially displays nonclassical features
[4], or to calculate the field vacuum fluctuations and hence the spontaneous emission of
atoms embedded in dielectric systems [5]. All these quantization schemes have been
developed for dielectric media with a local susceptibility. We have recently presented a
quantization scheme for planar dielectric systems which are properly described by a
nonlocal complex susceptibility [6]. Quantum wells (QWs) and superlattices are an im-
portant example of dielectrics driven by the field via a nonlocal susceptibility [7, 8].
Here we apply the formalism to cavity embedded QWs and to the analysis of propaga-
tion through a semiconductor microcavity of a continuous-mode squeezed coherent sig-
nal. The analysis of degradation and reshaping of nonclassical optical pulses propagat-
ing through a semiconductor microcavity (MC) is of great interest for the optical
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communication technology also due to the possibility of coherent controlling resonant
excitations in these systems [9]. Following Ref. [6], we solve the second-order Fredholm
integral equation with a quantum noise source term for the electric field operator pro-
pagating in a MC. Owing to space limitations, we give here only the quantized field
expressions in vacuum outside a symmetric MC ( zj j > L). These expressions provide all
the information needed for describing input and output quantum fields. The positive com-
ponents of the electric field operator at normal incidence outside the MC are given by
E^z;w  hw
4pE0cA
 1
2
a^Rw eikzz  b^Lw eÿikzz ; z  ÿL ;
E^z;w  hw
4pE0cA
 1
2
a^Lw eÿikzz  b^Rw eikzz ; z  L : 1
In Eq. (1) a^RLw are the input photon operators related to the field traveling (at
normal incidence) towards the MC and obeying the usual bosonic commutation rules,
while b^RLw are the output operators related to the field escaping from the MC.
They are given by
b^LRw  Aw F^w  Rw a^RLw  Tw a^LRw ; 2
where the noise Langevin operators F^w describe the degrees of freedom of the reser-
voir, they have zero expectation values and satisfy the following commutation relations:
F^w; F^yw0  dwÿ w0 ; F^w; F^w0  0 : 3
The coefficients Rw, Tw, and Aw are the reflection, transmission, and absorption
coefficients, respectively, which can be obtained by the standard transfer-matrix method
[8] including the effects of the QWs inside the MC and of the layered dielectric system.
We can now examine how the propagation through the MC influences the squeezing
of an incident signal beam. We take the signal beam traveling rightwards to the MC as
a continuous-mode squeezed coherent state, such that produced by a degenerate param-
etric amplifier pumped at frequency 2W, Rj i  D^aw S^s;fs 0j i, where S^s;fs
is the continuous-mode squeezing operator, and D^aw is the displacement operator
for the generation of continuous-mode coherent states [4, 10]. We also will analyze the
case in which a nonclassical input leftward signal is sent to the sample in addition to
the rightward signal. We can choose for the state describing the input leftward a contin-
uous-mode squeezed vacuum state ( Lj i  S^s0;fs0  0j i). Quadrature squeezing occurs
when the quantum fluctuations in one of the quadrature components of electromag-
netic fields drop below the vacuum level, this is characterized by states of the field with
no classical analogues. The effect of squeezing can be measured by a balanced homo-
dyne detection scheme, see e.g. [4, 10]. For a sufficiently long detection time, it is possi-
ble to obtain a simple expression of the variance of the homodyne measurements made
on a specific field state, e.g. jRi as a function of the local oscillator (LO) frequency wLO
and phase fLO [4],
hDa^RfLO; wLO2i ÿ 1  ha^yRwLO; a^RwLOi ÿRe ha^yRwLO; a^yRwLOi e2ifLO  ;
4
where we have used the standard notation ha^; b^i  ha^b^i ÿ ha^i hb^i. The expectation val-
ues in (4) of course depend on the specific field state. For the above considered input
rightward field, we obtain
ha^yRw; a^Rw0i  dwÿ w0 sinh2 sw ; 5
ha^yRw; a^yRw0i  12 dw w0 ÿ 2W sinh 2sw eÿifs : 6
If the squeezing strength s is zero the variance of the vacuum or of coherent states is
recovered. Analogous expressions are obtained for the leftward input field. By using
Eqs. (2), (5), and (6), and assuming a zero temperature reservoir, the variance of the
field transmitted through to the right of the MC can be written in the form
hDb^RfLO; wLO2i ÿ 1  jRj2 hDa^LfLO ÿ arg R;wLO2i ÿ 1
 jTj2 hDa^RfLO ÿ arg T; wLO2i ÿ 1 ; 7
with the coefficients evaluated at wLO. We now use these results to analyze the propa-
gation of quadrature noise through a symmetric MC made of a l layer of refractive
index nc  3:4 with one QW embedded inside with a radiative decay rate of the bare
exciton amplitude G0  0:064 meV and with the bare exciton energy w0  1:583 eV. The
mirrors of the MC are two DBRs with 20 double layers of refractive index n1  2:95,
n2  3:32. The squeezing strength s and phases fs of the input rightward signal are
taken to be constant over the resonance region. In particular we chose s  1 and
f  2fLO producing a variance of the homodyne measurements on the input field
hDa^RfLO; wLO2i ÿ 1  ÿ0:865. No leftward input is sent. The transmitted variance
as a function of the local oscillator frequency, for an MC resonant with the bare exciton
energy w0 and for different values of the exciton homogeneous broadening g is dis-
played in Fig. 1. The strong variations of the quadrature fluctuations as a function of
wLO are due to the large phase variations throughout the resonance region of the re-
flection and transmission coefficients. As it appears from Eq. (7), variance measure-
ments are sensitive to the phase of the transmission and reflection coefficients in con-
trast to intensity measurements. The low level of output squeezing is due to the strong
absorption in the resonance region and to the fact that a significant part of the signal is
lost by reflection. The strong phase variations can be compensated by sending, before
Fig. 1. Transmitted quadrature variance of Eq. (7) as the local oscillator frequency is swept
through the Rabi peaks of a semiconductor microcavity for different values of the exciton homo-
geneous broadening g (in meV). The input signal beam is a rightward propagating continuous-
mode squeezed state. Parameters are given in the text and in the figure (energy in eV)
detection, also the local oscillator through the MC. The loss of squeezing by reflection
can be compensated sending also an input leftward squeezed signal. We chose s0  s
and f0  f. The obtained quadrature fluctuations for different cavity detunings and for
g  0:8 meV are displayed in Fig. 2. As a reference we have also displayed the constant
input noise level hDa^R2i ÿ 1  hDa^L2i ÿ 1  ÿ0:865. Squeezing is degraded at frequen-
cies close to the Rabi peaks mostly in correspondence with the exciton-like Rabi peak.
In conclusion, we have presented quantum optical input±output relations for cavity
embedded QWs. The adopted quantization scheme allows us to analyze the linear pro-
pagation of nonclassical light in a very simple way without adding much more complica-
tions with respect to the well-known semiclassical theory of MC polaritons. We have
applied our scheme to the analysis of linear propagation of continuous-mode squeezed
light through a MC in the strong coupling regime. Output quadrature noise exhibits
degradation of squeezing due to absorption and reflection and noticeably variations as
a function of frequency due to variations of the phase of the MC reflection and trans-
mission coefficients. The application to the analysis of propagation through a semicon-
ductor MC of nonclassical optical pulses is under current development.
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Fig. 2. Transmitted quadrature variance as the local oscillator frequency is swept through the Rabi
peaks of a semiconductor microcavity for different values of microcavity detuning. The input signal
beams are a rightward and a leftward propagating continuous-mode squeezed state. Parameters
are given in the text and in the figure (energy in eV)
